INDUSTRIAL VISIT REPORT ON PIONEER DESIGN & ENGINEERING PRIVATE LTD CHENNAI

Date of Visit: 28-06-2017

Pioneer Design & Engineering Private Ltd. was founded with an objective to render fast and effective integrated CAD/CAM/CAE/PLM services to OEMs and Tier1 suppliers across India, Europe and Middle East. Though young, PDEPL has recorded phenomenal growth and success with its offerings, catering to domestic and international OEMs/clients in Automotive, Aerospace and Heavy Engineering industries with its current team of engineers reaching over 100 and offices set up in Bangalore, Pune and Chennai.

Final year students of Mechanical Engineering visited Pioneer Design & Engineering Private Ltd, Chennai. The students group started from ACET campus at 09.30 a.m. and reached the company at 11.30a.m.

HR Address: Mr. K. Rahul Babu, the Chief Executive Officer of Pioneer design Pvt. ltd, addressed the students in a digital conference hall and enlightened them with a welcome speech and highlighted the importance of design areas, basics of drafting, modelling and analyses through design, to the students. He also discussed about the current status in employability opportunities for freshers, the implications in getting a job without the knowledge of modeling softwares.

Product Design Demo Session: Mr.P. Praveen Kumar, HR – Executive who handled the product design demo session and he explained the processes involved in manufacturing of an automobile car from design stage to end user stage where they highlighted the importance of Modeling software. Also, they broadly discussed about the special features of CATIA software such as, surface modeling, ergonomics and non-destructive testing.
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